Vitrectomy for advanced proliferative diabetic retinopathy: 30 years on
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The scourge of diabetes mellitus continues to ravage the world. South East Asia ranks second among seven geographical regions in absolute numbers of patients with diabetes.¹ In Malaysia, the prevalence of type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) has risen progressively from 11.6% in 2006, to 15.2% in 2011,² and 17.5% in 2015.³ Globally, diabetic retinopathy continues to be among the top five causes of moderate to severe visual impairment.⁴ It is among the top three in Malaysia.⁵ Globally, about a quarter of T2DM suffers from diabetic retinopathy.⁶ Among diabetic patients registered in the Diabetic Eye Registry of Malaysia in 2007, 36% suffers from diabetic retinopathy, 15% from sight-threatening retinopathy, and 7% from proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR).⁷

The Diabetic Retinopathy Vitrectomy Study (DRVS) was the first landmark study comparing vitrectomy vs observation among patients with advanced PDR. Published in 1985, DRVS Report 2 found no difference in outcome between early vitrectomy vs deferring for a year for vitreous haemorrhage secondary to PDR of T2DM with baseline vision of 5/200 or worse.⁸ Early vitrectomy was advantageous for PDR patients with useful vision but mainly those with extensive neovascularization.⁹ In fact, 20% in both arms of the study had lost light perception by 2 years.

Over the last three decades, significant advancements have contributed to better outcomes for patients with PDR: better laser photocoagulators, anti-vascular endothelial growth factors (anti-VEGF), and better vitrectomy instrumentation.¹⁰ Used in combination, vitrectomy surgeons have achieved progressively better outcomes for advanced PDR patients,¹¹ with anatomic success rates improving from 66–88% (prior to 1990) to 83.0–92.6% (after 2000) and less than 25% of patients suffering vision loss.²

Surgical approaches to diabetic tractional retinal detachment (DM-TRD) have advanced over the years from membrane peeling and segmentation, to delamination (with either en bloc dissection¹³ or bimanual technique¹⁴), and the shaving technique.¹⁵ For a young vitrectomy surgeon just starting out, these techniques may
seem confusing — which should I learn and which shall I use? As DM-TRD comes in various configurations, these techniques are best understood as different tools in the surgeon’s toolbox. In the following paragraphs, I will summarise them and propose a unified approach based on the pathogenesis of DM-TRD.

The vasoproliferative action of VEGF causes new endothelial buds to sprout from existing vessels, crossing the internal limiting membrane to adhere to the posterior hyaloid, forming vascular pegs and holding the posterior hyaloid down onto the retinal surface. These vascular pegs are concentrated along the larger retinal vessels, especially the vascular arcades and first two orders of retinal vessels radiating from the optic disc and the arcades. As the posterior hyaloid separates, these vascular pegs prevent posterior vitreous detachment (PVD) from occurring normally. Forces of partial PVD act on these vascular pegs, causing them to bleed. As a result, scar tissue bridges these pegs to form tractional membranes. Tractional membranes along the vascular arcades give rise to the typical wolf-jaw configuration. The tractional membranes and posterior hyaloid that span across the superior and inferior arcades form the table-top traction. Tractional membranes running along the radial vessels form radial tractional membranes. As the radial vessels taper towards the retinal periphery, the vascular pegs become tinier and weaker in the periphery, allowing more hyaloid separation to occur beyond the retinal mid-periphery. Posterior hyaloid traction bridging the wolf-jaw traction and the vitreous base form anteroposterior (AP) traction.\textsuperscript{16}

Hence, a unified concept of vitrectomy for diabetic TRD is to remove the anchoring forces of the vascular pegs, thereby allowing complete PVD to take place from the posterior pole to the periphery, using whatever techniques available at the surgeon’s disposal.\textsuperscript{17}

However, when confronted with a myriad of different DM-TRD configurations, the young vitrectomy surgeon often asks: where do I start? Between the temporal termination of the superior and inferior vascular arcades, the surgeon can usually find a surgical plane between the diabetic tractional membrane and the retina, other than cases of table-top TRD (Fig. 1a). This is due to the lack of larger retinal blood vessels at the temporal macular edge and macula, hence the paucity of vascular pegs. Through the temporal entry point, one can remove the posterior hyaloid over the macula with ease. Next, the surgeon could work along the vascular arcades (Fig. 1b). If the pegs are far apart, segmentation is quick and effective. If the pegs are close together, the surgeon can employ delamination techniques. With the en bloc method, the AP traction is left untouched, using it as the “third hand”, while with the bimanual method, the membrane is lifted with a pair of forceps in one hand, cutting the pegs with scissors with the other, aided by chandelier lighting.\textsuperscript{18}

The shaving technique is particularly useful for broad sheets of membrane with multiple, tightly spaced vascular pegs where the delamination technique would be very time consuming. The shaving technique is made possible by small gauge vitrectors (25-G or 27-G) where the ports are located very close to the tip.\textsuperscript{11}
In addition, the smaller port opening offers better flow control (port-based flow limitation). Combined with high-speed cutting, the surgeon can exercise flow control with exquisite accuracy using the full stroke length of the pedal. On the other hand, it is advisable to skirt around the optic nerve head, as the membranes there tend to bleed profusely (Fig. 1c).

Once the posterior hyaloid is mobilised around the vascular arcade, dissection takes place along the radial traction band (Fig. 1d). Once released, the posterior hyaloid is engaged using the vitreous cutter, extending the PVD centripetally. In the mid-periphery, the vascular pegs are often sparse and weak. This is where membrane peeling is most useful.

When TRD is combined with rhegmatogenous retinal detachment and/or proliferative vitreoretinopathy, meticulous peripheral vitreous shaving with indentation is necessary. In these cases, 23-G cutters may provide better counterforce for indentation.

Preoperative anti-VEGF injection is one of the most important innovations for diabetic vitrectomy. It has been shown to reduce intraoperative haemorrhage, iatrogenic breaks, post-vitrectomy haemorrhage, and operation time. Although anti-VEGF injection is known to worsen TRD, it is uncommon. Occurring in approximately 5% of cases, and not higher than controls, it should not deter the use of anti-VEGF injections preoperatively.

In this issue of Malaysian Journal of Ophthalmology, Dr. Mushawiahti Mustapha
showed that excellent surgical results can be achieved using small-gauge vitrectomy, modern viewing and lighting systems, and preoperative intravitreal bevacizumab injections. In this retrospective case series, more than 96% of cases with diabetic TRD achieved anatomical success, and 85% achieved visual stabilization or improvement at 1 year. These excellent surgical results would serve to encourage early presentation and early referral for surgical intervention.  

Just as surgical outcomes are improving, intravitreal pharmacotherapy is also conquering new grounds for PDR management. Intravitreal anti-VEGF therapy for PDR, including those with vitreous haemorrhage and TRD not involving the macula, can achieve surprisingly good results. In a short randomized controlled trial, three consecutive monthly doses of ranibizumab injections reduced the 4-month cumulative vitrectomy rate from 17% to 12%. Persistence in delivering anti-VEGF therapy and judicious use of panretinal photocoagulation can help some patients achieve long-term stability of the retinopathy without surgery. For the vitrectomy surgeon, this poses another dilemma: in cases of vitreous haemorrhage and DM-TRD without obvious macular involvement, should we offer early surgical intervention or intravitreal anti-VEGF therapy?  

Thirty years on, it is perhaps time for another major diabetic retinopathy vitrectomy study. We eagerly await the results of DRCR.net Protocol AB.
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